New Emerging Infectious Disease; Enterovirus D68, MERS, Ebola, What is its Hematological Appearance?
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In the present day, emerging infectious disease is usually the new global public health threaten. There are several new emerging infections. For hematologist, the interesting concern is on the hematological presentation of those new infections. However, as a new disease, limited knowledge on the hematological appearance is usually seen. For example, enterovirus D68 is the new emerging infection that causes severe respiratory and neurological diseases. Its epidemic in USA becomes big public health issue[1]. There is still no specific study in the hematological appearance. For MERS, there are some reports on its hematological problem. There is a note that white blood cell count is low, the proportion of the neutrophils is high and that of the platelet is low[2]. For Ebola, there are also some reports on its hematological problem. Since it is an older found infection comparing to the previous two other disease, more evidences can be seen. The animal model study on hematology aspect was also reported[3]. In human case, “thrombocytopenia, lymphopenia, and neutrophilia” is common[4]. As noted, the research on the hematological aspect of new emerging disease should be focused. Since the hematological test is the basic test in clinical practice, the data on this aspect will be useful for diagnosis and screening of disease.
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